lacks great men it lias to invent them, and to men of small Blonde at
stature are attributed the qualities of men of genius. Nor was Posy
Andre Gide, when I met him, happy about comemporay
letters in France. Gide looked stronger, more robust in face
and figure, than when he stayed with us at Oakridge twenty
years earlier. Oddly enough he was wearing clothes, loosely
cut and of the light brown colour, such as he then wore; and
perhaps this helped the illusion that twenty years had not
passed, that we were neither of us older, while the feelings
of friendship which existed between- us had not diminished.
„ Gide was no less mentally alert, no less curious about life and
* letters. He asked what was being done in the way of good
writing in England, spoke with admiration of Bennett's Old
Wives Tale, 'one of the great books of our time,' he said,
'yet for some reason not appreciated in France.' Gide had
lately been reading Mark Rutherford, in his opinion a writer
of genius. I asked him about his younger contemporaries:
he recommended me to read Le Mur by Sartre, I read Le
Mur, a powerful book enough, but I should not like to think
it the best that can be done by the present generation.
Gide shares my high opinion of Simon Bussy's work, too seldom acknowledged by critics and collectors. He spoke with affection of Jacques Blanche, but now sees little of him; poE-tical differences keep them apart.
I found Blanche looking thinner than when I last saw him in London, depressed, too, at the international tension, fearing for the safety of Paris, and incidentally, of Ms own household and effects. But he has lost little of his vitality. New paintings on easels, or leaning against the walls of Ms studio, bear witness to his industry. It is usual to speak lightly of Blanche as a painter. But looking at the many works on his walls, I was impressed by his painter-like qualifies,asportraitist especially; thebestof his canvases have distinction and character. And what a fine intelligence, what a civilized culture is Blanche's! I know of no one equipped with a more discriminating sense of good painting, of good literature. He has, too, the copiousness of the artist-born, 319

